The Projects

1. Partnership with CEWA to pilot their Leading Lights Initiatives.
2. Construct a Transformational Teaching & Learning program using iPads.
3. Provide reboot network architecture and technical support.
4. Support teacher digital competencies in:
   - CEWA 365 tools
   - Developing digital literacy skills in coding and computational thinking
   - Proficiency and Certification with Apple iPad and/or Surfaces
5. Introduce Coding and Computational Thinking.
The Servite Way
Outline

1. The Servite Way
2. The 4 D’s
3. Leading Lights
4. A Workflow for ALL Servite Staff
5. Future Exploration
Servite Way - accessibility - sharing - collaboration - increased capacity - easy to use - consistency
ONE DRIVE

Staff assisted to move personal H Drives to One Drive

TEAMs

Your Classes
The Servite Way - 4D’s

SERVITE SHARE

Learning Areas assisted to migrate to Servite Share

YR 7 I DISCOVER - YEAR 8 I SEEK - YR 9 I BECOME - YR 10 I CHOOSE - YR 11 I LEAD - YR 12 I AM
NextUP
Learning Hackathons

**STAGE 1**
Mini-Hack
Onboarding, goal setting and understanding Design Thinking

**STAGE 2 & 3**
Prototyping
Co-designing the Hackathon with teachers, students & community

**STAGE 4**
Hackathon
3 day intensive creative and future focussed problem solving

- Capable creative problem solvers
  - Ill-defined real-world problems in authentic context
  - Students engaged in the processes of the disciples
  - Flexible learning spaces in person and online
  - Problem-based learning pedagogy
**STAGE 1**
Developing prototype Problem Based Learning Hackathon

**STAGE 2**
Developing prototype Problem Based Learning Hackathon

**STAGE 3a**
Stage 1 & 2 Learning, Hackathon Pre-Scoping,

**STAGE 3b**
Continue development of logistics, materials & digital workflow design

**STAGE 4**
The Hackathon
3 Day event
- Day 1: Dream
- Day 2: Design
- Day 3: Deliver

**STAGE 5**
Debrief, decipher & community pitch

**Timeline**
- July: Gathering support within school community & developing Problem Based Learning Hackathon materials
- Sept: STAGE 2
- Oct: STAGE 3a
- Nov: STAGE 3b
- Dec: STAGE 4 & 5
- Jan: TO SOLVE IS TO LEARN

NextUP
ICT Integration
Technology in Performing Arts